
Personal Finance 
Management in a Digital Age
For High School and College Students
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Mistakes Students make

• Do not realize that all they spend today, they will have to 
reimburse it tomorrow
• Spend without counting
• Live in expensive housing communities
• Eat outside often
• Do not try to get an income gig
• Do not realize that a car costs money (insurance, gas, repairs, 

maintenance, amortization)
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Credit Score
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Why should you care about your Credit Score

The better your credit score, the better credit rates you get, 
and the more credit amount you get

You might need to ask for a credit:
• To pay your tuition

• To buy a car

• To buy a house when you start in life
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What influences the Credit Score

• Credit Utilization

• Payment History

• Average age of credit

• Total accounts

• # of Inquiries
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Check your Credit Score

Most bank apps or expenses apps show your credit 
score, so it is easy to access it

• Check it once a month

• Set up alerts when it changes
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How to build and improve your Credit Score

• Set your credit cards to AutoPay

• Spend no more than $50/month on your credit cards or 
15% if you have an income

• Open multiple bank accounts and credit cards as soon as 
possible 
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Bank Accounts
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Banking Account

• This is your main account, from which you will withdraw your 
money and pay for your expenses

• Have maximum $2,000 on it and put all the rest in your 
saving account

• Set your banking account to withdraw automatically on your 
savings account for overdraft coverage
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Savings Account

• This account will help you save money

• It helps you manage your cash flow

• Most banks apps allow to show all accounts you own in one 
place
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Which bank to choose

• Any bank can work

• If you open your accounts in the same bank your parents 
hold their accounts, bankers will be more amiable, 
especially to provide you with a credit card
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Credit Cards
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Be very careful

• Credit Cards can be very dangerous for young people

• Interest rates are extremely high (17% and more)
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How to use Credit Cards

• Get some but only to build your credit score

• Use them very sporadically

• Do not spend more than $50/month or 15% of your income
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Amex

• Amex offers credit cards with cash back

• Amex is a good option for those you who travel or go 
abroad

• Amex is a credit card so manage it as such
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Trading
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Trading Apps

There are multiple apps but the best one for starters is Sofi *

• No minimum amount to start

• No commissions fees

• Can trade all types of stocks and ETF

• Offers Crypto trading

• Provides credit score tracking, tips, points, billboard

• Best user interface; easy to use

• Offers robot trading, perfect for people new to trading

• Consolidates and gives a view on your student loans

• Offers a bank account, a debit card, automatic savings, insurance…

*Research done on 15 different apps 17



Trading Robots

• They are machine learning and artificial intelligence to manage your 
portfolio

• Robots buy stocks and EFTs automatically with a combination defined 
by the machine to optimize the investment

• You place the money and you do not need to think about it (it is 
always recommended to check your portfolio once a month at least)

• Easy and recommended for people new to the stock market and not 
familiar with how to manage a portfolio

• Trading Robots have proved to give a good return in general 
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Stocks

• They represent an ownership in a company for the amount 
you invest

• Stocks can fluctuate a lot

• Going for stocks allows you to be more aggressive and get 
a longer-term return
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ETFs & Bonds

• These are more secure than stocks

• They are composed of a group of different stocks which 
give them more balance and are managed by financial firms 

• Allow to take less risk and to potentially lose the least in 
case of a market decrease (but also earn the least if the 
market increases)
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IPO

• Private companies that are becoming public by opening their 
capital to all investors via the stock market

• IPO can give a huge benefit when you buy them, but they are 
also the most risky

• Very often an IPO increases quickly after it becomes public but 
can also decrease quickly right after

• Not recommended for young people or people not familiar with 
the stock market
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What to avoid

• Putting too much money

• Not putting any money (try $200 or $500) just to get your 
feet there and learn

• Do not put money you would need back quickly

• It is a risky environment so be aware that you may lose your 
capital
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Roth IRA
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What is a Roth IRA

• It is money you set aside for retirement

• The amount invested will be blocked until you reach 59 ½ years old

• The amount is not taxed

• There are different IRA:
• Traditional IRA: tax free. You pay taxes when you withdraw the money at retirement
• Roth IRA: taxes are paid when you place the money, but it is tax free when you withdraw the 

money at retirement
• SEP IRA: for business owners

• A 401K is not an IRA, but it functions like an IRA and is set up by the employer. Very 
often employers sponsor the employee’s 401K by matching the employee’s 
contribution up to a certain amount.
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Best Roth IRA

Sofi Wealth

• Free of commissions

• Robot based

• Put your money and forget 
about it

Charles Schwab

• Free of commissions

• Excellent support and 
investment advice

• Financial experts available to 
answer all questions and help 
make the best choices for 
higher return
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IRA yield based on age
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IRA yield based on contribution
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Expenses
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Keep an eye on your expenses

• Enter all your expenses in the app

• Understand where you spend the most

• Cut expenses where possible

• Take good habits

• Track spend against income

• Track subscriptions (it can increase quickly, and it is a recurring 
spend)
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Mint: Budget Planner and Expenses Tracker
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How to earn money
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Make some bucks online

• Give feedback on products: UserTesting

• Freelance: Fiverr and Upwork

• Answer surveys: Surveyjunkie

• Teach English: VIPKid

• Transcribe videos: transcribeme

• Online remote part-time jobs: data entry, customer service rep 
(indeed, flexjobs…) 
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Life Principles
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Principle #1

Never buy what you cannot afford

For most things, if you do not have the amount in your 
account, do not buy it
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Principle #2

Only leverage credit for important things

• Tuition

• Car

• House

• Launch a company
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Principle #3

Have 6 months income saved

Many things can happen in life, if you lose your job for 
example, have money set aside (emergency fund) to give you 
the time to rebound
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Principle #4

Diversify

‘’Do not put all your eggs in the same basket’’:
• Have different investment streams

• Have different income streams
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Remember: Do not spend what 
you do not have!
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